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Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by the.guard - 21 Dec 2011 12:19
_____________________________________

After months of working on perfecting our logo with professional artists and illustrators, we
finally have the image we want - and we've narrowed it down to two possible fonts.

See here the two fonts together.

See here how font 1 looks on the new website.

See here how font 2 looks on the new website.

The cool script font (logo 1) is meant to look warm, friendly and cutting-edge. We want to
express the idea that we don't take things "too seriously" and that we use modern, cutting-edge
tools and psychological approaches to helping people (as opposed to the run-of-the-mill "be
frummer" attitude). We thought that this font expresses these sentiments and adds a cool-edge
to the logo-image.

The second font (logo 2) is much more conservative. It is elegant, simple and doesn't distract
the user or call too much attention to itself.

We want to hear what you think.

Please vote above.

Thank you!

========================================================================
====
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Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by gibbor120 - 29 Dec 2011 20:22
_____________________________________

Kedusha wrote on 29 Dec 2011 20:17:

Let's get this straight: 11 people (69%) vote for the normal font and 5 people (31%) vote for the

script font.  And script wins?  :

 

Apparently this is not a democracy, not all votes are created equal 

. Either that, or he used the

electoral college 

. 16 ppl is a pretty small sample size anyway.

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by Kedusha - 29 Dec 2011 20:40
_____________________________________

gibbor120 wrote on 29 Dec 2011 20:22:

Kedusha wrote on 29 Dec 2011 20:17:

Let's get this straight: 11 people (69%) vote for the normal font and 5 people (31%) vote for the

script font.  And script wins?  :

 

Apparently this is not a democracy, not all votes are created equal 

.
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I'm well aware of that, but that fails to consider that I voted for the normal font!  >

 > > 

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 29 Dec 2011 21:13
_____________________________________

The votes were weighted by post count, so between Guard and Dov they overrode everyone
else.  ;D

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by gibbor120 - 29 Dec 2011 21:16
_____________________________________

Gevura ShebYesod wrote on 29 Dec 2011 21:13:

The votes were weighted by post count, so between Guard and Dov they overrode everyone
else.  ;D

 

If he takes "length of post" into consideration,  then having dov makes them win by a landslide
;D.

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by Dov - 30 Dec 2011 15:54
_____________________________________

Anyone have a bag? Feeling a bit sick to my stomach...Next time I'm creating a fake username
and voting under that alias.
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Nahhh...this is more fun!

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by tehillimzugger - 02 Jan 2012 03:02
_____________________________________

did you know?  :o

there was a shtickel macloikes lately as to dov's shortest post  :

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by Dov - 02 Jan 2012 16:00
_____________________________________

Find something better to do.

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by tehillimzugger - 03 Jan 2012 16:08
_____________________________________

??? me?

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by Dov - 03 Jan 2012 21:20
_____________________________________

TehillimZugger wrote on 03 Jan 2012 16:08:
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??? me?

 

Now that   was a short post!!  

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by Hashem Yaasfeni - 03 Jan 2012 22:21
_____________________________________

ur-a-jew wrote on 22 Dec 2011 20:04:

How about something along these lines:  ???? ?????.  It has soft strokes, and gives off a truck
like image but at the same time conveys the psychological undertone of "so help you if you dare
look."

 

LOVE IT !!!!  I had a good laugh Ur-a-Jew ,

Now UR a good Comedian.  Some of these letters look like sabres ready to chop my head off or
my hand if i touch the wrong thing... :-[  or maybe chop something else....Hey enough already...

Whatever has to be chopped was done B"H when I was 8 days old, B"H . 

Imaging being a Ishmaelite and losing it at 13.... You think a Bar Mitzvah boy is scared about
reading the Torah ...?!!  Thats Nothing !!!

B"H  IM-a-Jew
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========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by Hashem Yaasfeni - 03 Jan 2012 22:23
_____________________________________

gibbor120 wrote on 27 Dec 2011 15:11:

Isn't calling one "the cool script one" leading the witness?  ;D

 

its cool yet warm and friendly. For the 'cutting edge' part read my last post.....

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by Hashem Yaasfeni - 10 Jan 2012 22:05
_____________________________________

Hashem Yaasfeni wrote on 03 Jan 2012 22:21:

ur-a-jew wrote on 22 Dec 2011 20:04:

How about something along these lines:  ???? ?????.  It has soft strokes, and gives off a truck
like image but at the same time conveys the psychological undertone of "so help you if you dare
look."
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LOVE IT !!!!  I had a good laugh Ur-a-Jew ,

Now UR a good Comedian.  Some of these letters look like sabres ready to chop ...

B"H  IM-a-Jew

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Which font do you like better for our logo?
Posted by tehillimzugger - 11 Jan 2012 10:52
_____________________________________

i would like to be meoirer an inyan:

someone once posted [i searched for it and cannot find it]

that his boss once walked in when he was posting on the forum and he tried to minimize it but
didn't succeed, his boss came over and looked and said hmmm simple machines forum

basically when someone who is not familiar with the forums sees us on it they don't know that
it's an "internet addiction forun for jewish men" will it stay that way in the new website?

or will you have the "new logo" prominently displayed

??? ???? ?? ?????

========================================================================
====
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